
Jekyll and Hyde 

What Great Looks Like: Major Characters



What Great Looks Like:
Jekyll – Chapter 3.

Within Chapter 3, Stevenson presents Dr Jekyll as a secretive character who is plagued by a fear of his dual nature being exposed. Within this chapter, Utterson repeatedly questions 
Dr Jekyll on his relationship with the feared Mr Hyde and we see the impact it has on Dr Jekyll’s usually composed appearance. We are aware that Dr Jekyll prides himself on his 
untainted reputation and works to maintain the impression that he has “every mark of capacity and kindness” yet Stevenson uses juxtaposition to illustrate that this façade quickly 
fades upon mention of Hyde. After hearing that Mr Utterson as “been learning something of young Mr Hyde”, Stevenson describes how “the large, handsome face of Dr Jekyll grew 
pale” Here, the physical description and dialogue help us to assess Jekyll’s increasingly weakening frame of mind. His ‘pale lips, the sudden ‘blackness round his eyes’ and his 
curtness all increase the sense of mystery as we become clear that Dr Jekyll is no longer at “ease” – in fact he seems disturbed and distressed almost immediately because his entire 
physicality has changed. He seems to be in shock, with all his blood draining from his face, and we see that Dr Jekyll is desperately afraid of having his secret involvement with evil 
exposed as this would ultimately ruin his well established reputation as a Victorian Gentleman. Stevenson also uses an adverb to show that Dr Jekyll is no longer entirely comfortable 
with the conversation and is now speaking “a trifle sharply” The slightly abrupt reply shows that Dr Jekyll is concerned that his secret will be revealed and knows that he needs to 
assert authority in order to close the conversation down before his relationship with Hyde is fully revealed. The fact that he is only speaking a “trifle” sharply shows that he wants to 
maintain the distinct an impression of  cordiality and respect so as to not further bring his reputation into dispute, however the adverb “sharply” clearly shows that Dr Jekyll is 
desperate to end the conversation and assert his dominance over Mr Utterson. At this point in the novella, Dr Jekyll can be seen as somewhat naive and he ironically thinks he can 
keep control over Hyde. Stevenson uses a short sentence to show that Dr Jekyll is confident in his ability to overpower Hyde’s evil desires stating that he “can be rid of Mr Hyde” –
which we as the reader are certainly aware that he cannot. He does not understand the reality of his circumstances, despite being responsible for his situation; all he is concerned 
about at this point is maintaining his respectable appearance and keeping his reputation unblemished. Indeed, the chapter ends by Stevenson’s use of emotive language to show Dr 
Jekyll’s desperation to stop Mr Utterson’s inquiry as he says “I beg of you to let it sleep” showing that he is conflicted character - he is both afraid of being exposed and a confident 
man who will not have his actions questioned by anyone. A Victorian reader may be somewhat suspicious of Dr Jekyll’s behaviour at this point but would struggle to see how he could 
be involved with an evil man such as Hyde as there was a belief in aestheticism during this era and the reader would think that Dr Jekyll’s “handsome” appearance would reflect his 
internal morality.

• How is Dr Jekyll presented in Chapter 3?

• What does Dr Jekyll pride himself on? 

• What quotation shows that Dr Jekyll is no longer relaxed and in control?

• What quotation shows that Dr Jekyll is no longer comfortable with the conversation? 

• Who does Dr Jekyll think he can control at this point and what quotation supports this?

• How can Dr Jekyll be seen as conflicted character?



What Great Looks Like:
Jekyll – Chapter 7.

Within Chapter 7, Stevenson presents Dr Jekyll as a conflicted man; he is torn between his desire to maintain his life as a Victorian Gentleman and his 
inability to control the evil power of Hyde. Stevenson uses a simile to show that Dr Jekyll is rapidly losing control over the malevolent force that is Hyde 
and is left alienated from his friends and position within society. Stevenson describes Dr Jekyll as “like some disconsolate prisoner” who, when Mr 
Utterson and Mr Enfield invite him on a walk, says that he “should like to very much” but that he is very “low.” This shows that Dr Jekyll desperately 
wishes that he could still maintain control over Hyde as he used to, when he was able to maintain respectability in public, but is aware that the desire for 
evil has grown too strong and that his secret could be exposed at any moment. His polite conversation shows that he is desperate to keep his taintless 
reputation but the admission that he is “very low” shows that he is suffering internally and this is impacting his entire being. As the chapter develops, Dr 
Jekyll’s behaviour becomes increasingly erratic and the metaphor that “the smile was struck out of his face” shows that Hyde is now overpowering Dr 
Jekyll’s rationality and is taking over without warning. This also shows that Dr Jekyll was instantly afraid because the transformation into Hyde was so 
rapid and he could feel the change taking place and was terrified that his friends would begin to realise the extend of his relationship with Hyde. The 
violent verb 'struck' refers back to Hyde murdering Carew as he struck him down with a walking stick and arguably foreshadows Jekyll's death and that 
Hyde would be the death of him because it suggesting that Hyde was attacking Jekyll from the inside as he tried to escape the confides of Dr Jekyll's body. 
The use of metaphor would terrify a Victorian reader as, during this time, mental illness was feared by society and Dr Jekyll’s erratic behaviour would 
perhaps encourage a Christian reader to think that he had been possessed by “Satan's signature”

• How is Dr Jekyll presented in Chapter 7?

• What is Dr Jekyll losing control over? 

• What quotation shows that Dr Jekyll is alienated?

• What quotation shows that Dr Jekyll is erratic? 

• What does “struck” link back to earlier in the novella?

• Why would a Victorian reader be afraid



What Great Looks Like:

Jekyll – Chapter 10.
By the end of the novella, Dr Jekyll appears to have accepted his dual nature. Stevenson uses repetition to show that Dr Jekyll has resolved 
himself to realise that he cannot control his evil nature as “a man is not truly one but truly two.” This suggests that Dr Jekyll believes that 
humankind is by nature conflicted because he understands that every person is not “truly” good or “truly” evil but is essentially “multifarious” 
and made up of divided and contrasting characteristics that make up “the primitive duality of man.” Arguably, Dr Jekyll himself can be seen 
as less conflicted  than earlier in the novella because he is no longer trying to maintain an impression of respectability or pretend that he “can 
be rid of Mr Hyde” – he is now confessing the truth. However, within this chapter, he explains the internal conflict and torture he experienced 
whilst trying to keep Hyde and Jekyll as separate entities. He explains how, when causing destruction as Hyde, he was “struck through the 
heart by a cold thrill of terror.” This metaphor and start juxtaposition illustrates that Hyde felt a sense of gratification so strong it was close to 
joy even though his acts were so “cold”. In contrast, Dr Jekyll was plagued by feelings of guilt and would be left with “streaming tears of 
gratitude and remorse” when he transformed back into his original body. Therefore, these contrasting quotations show the divided and 
conflicted nature of Dr Jekyll – he is both evil and good – and highlight the suffering he experiences before he accepted that “a man is not truly 
one but truly two” and was able to expose his true nature. A Victorian reader would be shocked that a Victorian Gentleman would be so honest 
about his involvement with evil as during  this era is was common for the upper classes to conceal their sins in the hope of maintaining an 
untainted reputation. 

1. What has Dr Jekyll accepted by chapter 10?

2. What does Dr Jekyll believe about human nature? 

3. What quotation shows that Dr Jekyll has accepted the truth about his nature?

4. Why did Dr Jekyll experience internal conflict earlier in the novel? 

5. How would Dr Jekyll feel when he transformed back from Hyde?

6. Why would a Victorian reader be shocked?



What Great Looks Like:

Hyde – Chapter 1.
At the opening of the novella, Hyde is presented as a sadistic and remorseless savage. Stevenson employs an adverb and juxtaposition as Mr 
Enfield describes to Mr Utterson how Hyde “trampled calmly” over a little girl. This shows that Hyde is devoid of all morality or feelings of 
guilt as he appears almost indifferent to his vicious behaviour, remaining “calm” was inflicting harm. This also suggests that he is a sadistic 
character because he appears to gains gratification and satisfaction through hurting others – we get  the impression that he enjoyed it when he 
“trampled” because he appears to be in a state of peacefulness; he does not seem distress or anxious dispute the destruction he is causing. The 
adverb “calmly” suggests Hyde had no regret over harming the child, and the contrast between this emotion and the “screaming” of the little 
girl emphasises how callous he was because not even her suffering could stop his evil desires. Already we become aware of Hyde’s cruel and 
vicious nature and this brutal incident foreshadows the violence and evil that Hyde continues to wreak throughout the novel as he develops 
further into “some damned juggernaut” who cannot be controlled as he will inflict “ape like fury” on everyone within his path. Returning to 
chapter 1, the horror of Hyde is also conveyed to the reader through the simile Stevenson uses to show Mr Enfield’s reaction to such visible 
evil. Mr Enfield describes how the vicious scene “brought the sweat on me like running” suggesting he had never observed such horrific violent 
behaviour and caused him great distress and horror. Arguably, there is a sense of irony employed by Stevenson at this point and we begin to 
question the hypocritical nature of Mr Enfield as we wonder if he has been involved in sin himself as walking around an area of degradation 
and crime at 3am is not synonymous with the expectations of Victorian Gentlemen. Perhaps from even the opening chapter, Stevenson is 
beginning to hint that every man is “not truly one but truly two”. A Victorian reader would be terrified as such a display of violence and  those 
reading the novella after the Jack the Ripper murders would be particularly afraid given the similarities between fiction and the violence seen 
within reality. 

1. What is Hyde presented as in chapter 1?

2. What quotation shows that Hyde is indifferent to violence? 

3. What quotation shows that Hyde cannot be controlled?

4. What quotation shows Mr Enfield was afraid and why might that be ironic? 

5. How were Victorian gentlemen expected to behave?

6. Why would a Victorian reader be afraid?



What Great Looks Like:
Hyde – Chapter 3

Within Chapter 3, Stevenson employs a sense of mystery present Mr Hyde as a man to be feared. As we join Mr Utterson on his “search for Mr 
Hyde” we begin to follow his journey of investigation and discovery. We begin to understand Mr Utterson’s desire to be “Mr Seek” as we see 
him encounter Hyde for the first time and hear that Hyde was “hardly human.”  Stevenson then effectively uses animal imagery throughout 
the chapter to suggest that Hyde is not just “pale and dwarfish” but entirely undeveloped. We hear how, following interrogation from Mr 
Utterson, Mr Hyde “snarled aloud a savage laugh” which immediately suggests that he has not developed the refined sense of etiquette 
expected of a Victorian man because he is acting in a “savage” way and thus is only able to “hiss” when he speaks rather than articulate himself 
correctly. Moreover, this conveys the impression that Mr Hyde perhaps has not evolved as a human should and thus is unable to regulate or 
control his emotions and perhaps this is why he responds with a “flush of anger.” At this point, we realise that Mr Utterson and Mr Hyde 
directly juxtapose one another because it is clear to the reader that Mr Utterson represents all that is rational and moral within Victorian 
society whereas Mr Hyde appears uncivilized, and in turn, frightening – particularly to a Christian Victorian reader who would value virtues 
such as modesty, compassion and kindness; all virtues which Mr Hyde evidently lacks.  The sense of fear felt by the reader is only exaggerated 
later in this chapter, when, even after “Mr Hyde had  left him” Mr Utterson remains haunted by the experience, commenting that “Satan’s 
signature” appeared to be on the face of the “troglodytic” he had just encountered. 

• What does Stevenson employ in chapter 3 and what does this suggest about Hyde?

• What do we join Mr Utterson on?

• What do we learn about Hyde when Mr Utterson first encounters him?

• How do we know that he has not developed the refined sense of etiquette expected of a Victorian man

• Why is he is not able to regulate his emotions?

• How do Mr Utterson and Mr Hyde juxtapose each other?



What Great Looks Like:

Hyde – Chapter 4.
Within chapter 4, the reader realises that Dr Jekyll can  no longer control the evil and powerful nature of Mr Hyde. Stevenson uses a simile 
and violent imagery to describe how Mr Hyde violently murdered Sir Denvers Carew with “ape-like fury” This suggests that Hyde is primitive 
and savage in his nature because he has not developed the human morality that coincided with the evolution from ape to man. This also 
highlights that Hyde acts with such animalistic force because he is driven by innate desire as opposed to being governed by rational thought 
like his counterpart Dr Jekyll. The idea that Mr Hyde “broke out of all bound” whilst murdering Sir Carew suggests that Hyde is so consumed 
by rage and evil that he is entirely out of control and acting in an entirely inhumane manner. We get the impression that Hyde enjoyed how he 
“clubbed him to the earth” and once again we see him as a sadistic character gaining personal gratification through the violence inflicted  upon 
others. “Clubbed” once again as connotations with animalistic behaviour; it suggests that his movements were irregular and erratic – arguably 
unlike when he “trampled calmly” and had more restraint over his evil actions. Perhaps this can be seen as pivotal moment within the novella 
– it is clear that Jekyll will no longer be able to suppress such “ape like” desires because Hyde’s power has grown too strong. The impression of 
“fury” is evident throughout the chapter as Hyde is driven by a primal instinct to kill. This would terrify a Victorian reader, particularly those 
who contested Darwin’s theory of evolution and saw the idea of humans being evolved from apes as unnatural and going against the word of 
God. 

1. What can Dr Jekyll no longer control by chapter 4?

2. What quotation shows that Hyde has not developed human morality? 

3. What quotation shows that Hyde cannot be controlled and is now entirely inhumane?

4. How do we know that Hyde is erratic

5. Why can this be seen as a pivotal moment in the novalla?

6. Why would a Victorian reader be afraid?


